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Discover Frankfurt

Expert Velotaxi city guides will show you and your guests everything
the city has to offer.
You will learn interesting facts while enyoing the fresh air and be protected
from the rain in the case of bad weather. As a Frankfurt adept, you will be
amazed by secret places, new gastronomic tips or long-forgotten favorite
corners. Are you new to Frankfurt? Get to know and love Frankfurt with
Velotaxi.
Choose from our various offers the tour you like best. Alone, as a couple or
with up to 40 people.
Start at our designated meeting point or tell us another place near the city
where you would like to start. Of course we are also flexible when it comes
to your destination.
On request, we can offer you professional city guides who accompany
your tour with the appropriate expertise.
As soon as we receive your request, we will check the availability and send
you a detailed offer.
The payment will be made after the tour. You will receive an invoice and
you can easily pay by bank transfer.
Arrival and departure outside of our season between April and October or
our regular service between 12 p.m. and 8 p.m.: € 15.00 per Velotaxi.

The Classic Tour

For everyone who already loves Frankfurt or who wants to start loving
it.
Meeting Point: Old Opera
Route: Fressgass – Frankfurt Stock Exchange – Tower of Eschersheim
(Eschenheimer Turm) – Hauptwache – Neue Kräme – Paulsplatz – Römer
– Frankfurt Cathedral – Bank of Main river – Nizzagarten – Willy-BrandtPlatz – Taunusanlage – Old Opera
Offer

Price*

60 minutes drive without stops (per Velo)

50,– €

90 minutes drive with 3 stops (per Velo)

75,– €

Plus accompaniment by a trained guide on his own bike

140,– €

120 minutes with 6 stops (per Velo)

100,– €

Plus accompaniment by a trained guide on his own bike

170,– €

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.

For groups of more than 20 guests, we recommend booking a second
guide.
Please note our other bookable extras.

Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.
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The Cultural Tour

Learn more about the city with the highest density of museums in
Germany.
Meeting Point: Römerberg
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Route: Archaeological Museum, Carmelite Monastery, Institute for City
History – Jewish Museum – Museum Giersch – Liebieghaus – Städel –
Museum for Communication – Architecture Museum – Film Museum –
Museum of World Cultures – Bible House – Museum of Applied Arts –
Icons Museum – Portico – Museum Judengasse – Cathedral Museum –
Museum of Modern Art – Stoltzemuseum – Schirn – Kunsthalle Frankfurt –
Historical Museum – Applecider / Children’s Museum – Goethe Museum
– Römerberg
Offer

Price*

60 minutes drive without stops (per Velo)

50,– €

90 minutes drive with 3 stops (per Velo)

75,– €

Plus accompaniment by a trained guide on his own bike

140,– €

120 minutes with 6 stops (per Velo)

100,– €

Plus accompaniment by a trained guide on his own bike

170,– €

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.

For groups of more than 20 guests, we recommend booking a second
guide.
Please note our other bookable extras.

Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.

The Green Tour

Take a deep breath on a nice tour through the green belt of Frankfurt
City.
Meeting Point: Old Opera
The Velotaxis start in the Bockenheim green area, the first small part of
which is called the Liesel-Christ-park. The journey leads past a small
pond, the Florentine fountain and the Nebbiens garden house. With a side
view of Frankfurt’s oldest landmark, the Eschenheim tower, the Velotaxis
turn into the Eschenheim green area and pass the so-called citizen garden.
The many subsequent monuments, fountains and sculptures in the entire
green belt are mostly reminiscent of Frankfurt personalities, artists or
events.
The tour will continue from the Friedberger park complex to the Obermain
park complex, the Mainufer, the Nizza, the Untermain park complex, the
Gallusanlage and the Taunusanlage. The city stages and the frequently
photographed EURO sign are located on the Theaterplatz. Finally, the
Taunusanlage in particular offers an impressive view of the different bank
towers. The tour ends again at the Old Opera.
Offer

Price*

90 minutes drive with 3 stops (per Velo)

75,– €

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.

Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.
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The “fresh” Tour

A Main river bank tour from west to east and south.
Meeting Point: Eiserner Steg at Mainkai opposite the Historic Museum
From the meetingpoint the tour leads along the banks of the Main river in
the direction of the old bridge “Alte Brücke”, under the Ignaz-Bubis bridge
and the Flößer bridge to the Weseler shipyard. In front of you will lay the
Ostend district, which is the home of the European Central Bank, which
opened in March 2015 on the site of the former wholesale market hall. The
Velotaxi drivers pass the trendy gastronomy and turn into the Osthafenpark, which invites people of all ages to be active and relax. The districts
of Ostend and Oberrad are connected by the Honsell Bridge, which was
reconstructed in 2013, and the newly opened Osthafen Bridge. From here
and for the next 2 Velotaxi kilometers you can now admire the wonderful
typical Frankfurt skyline view. On the Mainwasenweg and the following
Deutschherrnufer there is a lot of activity from many recreational athletes
to be seen. Some restaurants offer typical Frankfurt specialties. At the the
Eiserner Steg, the pedestrian bridge that connects Frankfurt’s old town
with the district of Sachsenhausen, the remarkable Museum Embankment
begins. It is one of the most important locations for museums in Germany
and Europe. The crossing of the Main river begins at the Friedensbrücke
with a view of the Easthabour. From there the tour continues along the
banks of Untermainkai, past Nizza to the starting point at Mainkai.
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Offer

Price*

90 minutes drive without stops (per Velo)

75,– €

120 minutes with 3 stops (per Velo)

100,– €

Plus accompaniment by a trained guide on his own bike

170,– €

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.

For groups of more than 20 guests, we recommend booking a second
guide.
Please note our other bookable extras.
Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.

The Tour with a Treat

A green tour with snacks on board and a visit to the Palmengarten
afterwards.
Meeting Point: Palmengarten – main entrance on Siesmeyerstraße
After you get into the Velotaxis in front of the Palmengarten main entrance
on Siesmayer Strasse, we cross Grüneburgpark towards the campus of
the Goethe University, which is now probably one of the most beautiful
university facilities in Germany. From there we drive through the Holzhausen-Park, past old chestnut trees and the Holzhausen-Wasserschlösschen
towards the tower of Eschenheim. The Lisl-Christ park and the Old Opera
then follow after the green belt of Frankfurt. Behind the 170 m high Opera
Tower there is the Rothschild-Park, named after the Frankfurt banking
family Rothschild, which we cross and turn into the quiet part of Frankfurt
called Westend. The journey takes us back to the entrance of the palm
garden, which you can enjoy until 6:30 p.m. with free admission.
Enjoy your fresh on-board snack along the way with small culinary
samples from Lindnerfood. This tour is supported by the Freshness Center
experts Lindnerfood.
Offer

Price*

60 minutes drive without stops (per Velo)

85,– €

90 minutes with 3 stops (per Velo)

95,– €

Plus accompaniment by a trained guide on his own bike

140,– €

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.

Both tours include a Linderfood Snack-Bag and a free entry to the
Palmengarten.
For groups of more than 20 guests, we recommend booking a second
guide.
Please note our other bookable extras.

Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.
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The Tuneful Tour

A round trip through the bell sounds of the city of Frankfurt.
Meeting Point: 15 minutes before the start of the Frankfurt ringing in front
of the Café Hauptwache
Do not miss this sound experience with 50 bells from 10 churches.
It starts with the Paulskirche (6 bells). After that the Katharinenkirche
(4 bells) close to the Hauptwache, the Liebfrauenkirche (5 bells), the
Peterskirche (4 bells) and the Dominican monastery church (3 bells) follow.
It continues with the Leonhards church (6 bells), the Carmelite monastery
church (4 bells), the Old Nikolai church (4 bells) on the Römerberg and the
“Dreibönigskirche” (5 bells) located on the “dribbdebach” (southern main
side) which all fit into this giant bell choir. Finally the tour will end with the
imposing ringing of the imperial cathedral (9 bells) sounds.
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Offer

Price*

60 minutes without stops (on request with a few stops to
“listen” after consultation with the driver) (per bike)

50,– €

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.

Fixed tour dates:
Saturday before Easter (Holy Saturday) from 4:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday before Pentecost from 4:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday before the 1st Advent from 4:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Christmas Eve from 5 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.

‣‣
‣‣
‣‣
‣‣

Please note our other bookable extras.

Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.

The Literary Tour

On the trails of Frankfurt as Goethe it knew.
Meeting Point: Goethe-Haus
With the city guide on foot to the Hauptwache car park (explanations on
the plaque for Friedrich Georg Goethe’s location in Sandgasse).
Get into the Velotaxis and ride over the Roßmarkt (explanations on the
plaque Standard Retirement Home Catharina Elisabeth Goethe) – on
Große / Kleine Friedberger Straße (explanations on the plaque location
House of Johann Wolfgang Textor) – to the Stephanskirchhof (stop to visit
the graves of Johann Caspar and Catharina Elisabeth). Continue to the
Eschersheim park and Friedberger park, stop at the Rechneigrabenweiher
(visit the old town fortifications, the ramparts, Catharina Elisabeth’s last
letter to her son).
Continuing over the Ignatz-Bubis-Bridge to the banks of the Main along
the Gerber mill with a short stop. Then continues our way back on the
Main banks along the Old Bridge and the exit (explanations of the city
fortifications in Goethe’s times, the heads of the fat milk rebellion in
Goethe’s youth memories).
Over the old bridge and past the cathedral to the chicken market in the
new old town (explanations for the reconstruction of the house Esslinger –
“House of Aunt Melber”). Final exit and end of the tour.
Offer

Price*

120 minutes drive with some stops (per Velo)
Plus accompaniment by a trained guide on his
own bike

Bookable
with guide
only.

100,–
140,–

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.

Our tip: We recommend a visit to the Goethe-Haus before the tour,
Großer Hirschgraben 2325
For groups of more than 20 guests, we recommend booking a second
guide.
Please note our other bookable extras.
Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.
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The Shareholder Tour

A worth knowing tour between the stock exchange, bank towers and
the Frankfurt skyline.
Meeting Point: Römerberg
Get into the Velotaxis at Römerberg, the historical birthplace of the first
“exchange bank”- Old bridge – Schaumainkai – Untermainbrücke – Neue
Mainzer Straße – Willy-Brandt-Platz – through Gallus and Taunusanlage –
past German Central Bank – via Junghofstraße – Junghofstraße and corner
of Taunusanlage – past Old Opera – via Freßgass to the stock exchange –
via Börsenstraße – past Roßmarkt into Große Gallusstraße – then into
Kirchnerstraße – Kaiserplatz – Commerzbank – Kirchnerstraße – Maintower.
Offer

F

Price*

120 minutes drive with some stops (per Velo)

100,– €

Plus accompaniment by a trained guide on his own bike

140,– €

Our Tip: A subsequent visit to the Main Tower.**
(Please note the opening times.)
The guide can then be booked for a further 30 minutes.

+ 40,– €

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.
** The entrance fee to the main tower is not included.
S

Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.

The “New” Old Tour

A journey into the past – discover the new old town district.
(only for small groups with max. 4 Velotaxis)
Meeting Point: Paulsplatz
Via Römerberg – the Coronation Trail – past the Red House – to the
chicken market – past the house of Goethe’s lively aunt Melba – the
Golden Scales and the end of the cathedral.
Offer

Price*

120 minutes drive with some stops (per Velo)
Plus accompaniment by a trained guide on his
own bike

Bookable
with guide
only.

For larger groups we recommend our tour “The classic”
followed by a walk through the old town and explanations
by an expert guide.

75,–
140,–

+ 90,– €

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.

Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.
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The Romantic Tour

An organic champagne tour for lovers, fiancees and married couples.
Meeting Point: Old Opera
Flee from the big city bustles with the Velotaxis, as the “Green Tour” or the
“fresh Tour” can be booked.
Additionally on board:
1 bottle of chilled BioChampagne
2 glasses
Driver in appropriate dress code

‣‣
‣‣
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Can also be booked as an evening tour of lights.
Offer

Price*

90 minutes drive without stops

120,– €

* Please note that all prices have to be calculated plus 19 % tax.

Please note the travel costs outside of our operating times, see page 3.

Velotaxi Frankfurt M. Graf
Wiesenstraße 6, 63674 Altenstadt
Phone: +49 69 - 715 888 55, Fax: +49 69 - 715 888 80
eMail: info@velotaxi-frankfurt.de
 velotaxi-frankfurt.de
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